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ABSTRACT

plain abdominal radiograph, in which fecal loading (FL) is deter-

Background and Aim: Abdominal x-rays are used diagnostically in the

evaluation of children with constipation. However, their clinical utility has

not been established. The aim of the study was to assess the accuracy of

different methods in identifying children with functional constipation (FC)

or nonretentive fecal incontinence (NRFI).

Patients and Methods: Retrospective review of abdominal x-rays in which

colonic transit (CT), Barr, Leech, and fecal loading (FL) scores were blindly

measured by blinded pediatric gastroenterologists and a radiologist.

Children were classified a priori as FC or NRFI.

Results: One hundred sixty patients (125 FC, 35 NRFI) were studied. There

were significant differences (P< 0.05) when comparing those with FC and

those with NRFI: CT: 51� 18 vs 40� 21 hours; Barr: 14� 5 vs 11� 4;

Leech: 10� 2 vs 8� 2; FL: 2� 0.5 vs 1.7� 0.4. More than 20% of FC had

normal Barr and Leech scores, whereas>50% of NRFI had abnormal scores.

CT discriminated better between FC and NRFI. There was a significant

correlation (P< 0.05) between CT and Barr (0.45), Leech (0.41) and FL

scores (0.36), and between Barr and Leech scores (r¼ 0.94). There was good

intraobserver correlation between Barr, Leech, and FL scores but poor

interobserver reproducibility.

Conclusions: Although significant differences in overall FC and NRFI

scores exist, the discriminative value is low for all scores. There is poor

interobserver reproducibility of the Barr, Leech, and FL scores. These

findings confirm the limited value of the plain abdominal x-ray in the

evaluation of children with constipation.

(JPGN 2010;51: 155–159)

ne of the most common functional gastrointestinal disorders
(FGIDs) in childhood is chronic constipation (1–4). The
O

Rome III FGID classification (5–7) and the Paris Consensus on
Childhood Constipation Terminology (PACCT) (8) state that the
identification and classification of functional constipation (FC)
should be based on symptoms and clinical history. However, a
mined, is still frequently used in the evaluation of children with
constipation, either to support the diagnosis or to suggest the type or
response to treatment (9). Plain visual inspection is highly sub-
jective, and its clinical utility has not been established, as suggested
in the evidence-based guidelines published by the North American
Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition
(NASPGHAN) (9). Limited studies and a recently published sys-
tematic review have indicated that the plain abdominal radiograph
to assess FL has high inter- and intraobserver variability and poor
diagnostic accuracy (9–15). Therefore, to make the evaluation of
FL in abdominal radiograph less subjective, different scoring
systems have been developed (11,16). However, there is limited
information on the use and utility of these different scoring methods
during daily clinical work (9,13,14,17–20).

The aim of this study was to assess and compare the accuracy
of different radiographic scoring methods for the identification of
children with FC.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Population
All of the children with defecation complaints who were

referred to the Pediatric Gastrointestinal Motility Unit at Children’s
Hospital Boston from 2000 to 2004, who had undergone a colonic
transit (CT) study as part of their clinical evaluation, were eligible
for this study. Patients with organic disease, known causes of
constipation (Hirschsprung disease, hypothyroidism, myelomenin-
gocele metabolic, or renal diseases), or fecal impaction as defined
by the PACCT criteria (8) were excluded. The study was approved
by the institutional review board.

Clinical Diagnosis

Children were classified a priori, without any knowledge of
the CT time, by 2 blinded investigators, as having either FC or
nonretentive fecal incontinence (NRFI) using the PACCT (8) and
Rome III criteria (6,7). The diagnosis of FC was based on the
following criteria.

The occurrence of 2 or more of the following characteristics
for at least 8 weeks:
1. F

2. A
requency of bowel movements, less than 3 per week

t least 1 episode of fecal incontinence per week
3. L
arge stools in the rectum or palpable on abdominal examina-
t
ion

Passing of stools so large that they may obstruct the toilet
4.

5. D
isplay of retentive posturing and withholding behaviors
6. P
ainful defecation
duction of this article is prohibited.
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Patients with FC were further divided into 2 groups accord-
ing to the presence or absence of fecal incontinence. The diagnosis
of NRFI was based on the passage of stools in an inappropriate place
TABLE 1. General characteristics of the patients

FC NRFI

n 125 35
Age, y 8.7� 0.4 9.2� 0.5
Sex (male), % 58% 80%�

Duration of problem, y 4.0� 0.3 4.5� 0.6
BM, per week 4.5� 0.4 7.6� 0.7�

Fecal incontinence, % 62.4 100�

Accidents, per week 16.0� 0.4 12.8� 2.2
Abdominal pain, % 33 9�

Rectal bleeding, % 7 0
Toilet trained, % 70 68

BM¼ bowel movement; FC¼ functional constipation; NRFI¼ nonreten-
nonretentive fecal incontinence.�

P< 0.01.
for at least 8 weeks, occurring in children with a mental age of
4 years and older, with no evidence of constipation based on history
and/or examination.

Abdominal Radiography and Scoring Methods

Deidentified abdominal x-rays performed for CT measure-
ment were retrospectively reviewed by 3 blinded pediatric gastro-
enterologists (S.N., L.F., and D.C.) and a pediatric radiologist
(C.B.), and scores for CT, Barr, Leech, and a subjective amount
of FL were measured. The x-rays were shown to each investigator in
a random fashion. Before scoring any films, the methods for the
Barr and Leech scores were reviewed and discussed until both
investigators agreed on the characteristics of each scoring element
(see below). Then the Barr and Leach scores were independently
calculated by 1 pediatric gastroenterologist (S.N.) and the radio-
logist (C.B.). Three pediatric gastroenterologists (S.N., L.F., and
D.C.) independently scored the amount of FL present in each
radiograph. No attempt to standardize this subjective score was
undertaken. The CT time was assessed by a single independent
scorer (L.P.) in duplicate to check for accuracy because it was
assumed that counting radiopaque markers would not lead to intra-
or interobserver variability.

CT

All laxatives were stopped at least 48 hours before the CT
was done. Therefore, the CT was performed while patients were not
taking medications. All of the patients had a physical examination
before the CT was requested to ensure that there was no fecal
impaction (as defined by the PACCT criteria) (8). Therefore, no
patient with a fecal impaction was included.

The CT study was done following a modification of the
technique reported by Metcalf et al (21): patients ingested 1 capsule
containing 24 radiopaque markers (Sitzmarks; Konsyl Pharma-
ceuticals, Inc, Fort Worth, TX) at a similar time each morning
for 3 consecutive days; on the fourth day a plain abdominal
radiograph was obtained at the same time of day (21). The abdomen
was then divided into 3 segments as outlined by Arhan et al (22).
Markers were counted in each segment. Total transit time was
calculated using the formula described by Metcalf et al, adjusting
for the fact that 24 markers were ingested each day instead of 20 as
in the original formula. This adjustment allows the calculation of
transit times (in hours) by simply counting the markers present in
the abdominal radiograph taken on the fourth day. The reference
values used were those of Arhan et al (22) in healthy children. The
presence of >62 markers was considered abnormal.

Leech Score

The Leech score divides colon into 3 segments: right colon,
left colon, and rectosigmoid segment. Each segment is provided
with a score from 0 to 5; 0¼ no feces visible, 1¼ scanty feces,
2þ¼mild FL; 3¼moderate FL; 4¼ severe FL; 5¼ severe FL with
bowel dilatation (11). Scores range from 0 to 15. A score of 9 or
more was considered abnormal (11).

Barr Score

The Barr score quantifies the amount of feces in 4 bowel
segments (ascending colon, transverse colon, descending colon, and
yright 2010 by ESPGHAN and NASPGHAN. Una
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rectum), and also the consistency of the feces (10). A score of >10
was considered abnormal.

FL

FL was a subjective score in which the investigators classi-
fied the amount of stool in the radiograph as mild (1 point),
moderate (2 points), or severe (3 points), in accordance with their
clinical practice. A score of >2 was considered abnormal.

Statistical Analyses

All of the results are expressed as mean�SE. Parametric and
nonparametric tests were used to compare the different patient
characteristics and the scores between the 2 groups. The reported
scores represent the averages obtained from the individual scores. A
subgroup comparison was performed in the group with FC accord-
ing to the presence or absence of fecal incontinence. Sensitivity and
specificity were calculated; k coefficients were calculated as
indicators of inter- and intraobserver agreement for categorical
outcome variables. Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves
were created, and the area under the curve (AUC) and 95%
confidence intervals calculated. From the AUC, the diagnostic
accuracy was graded as low (0.5–0.7), moderate (0.7–0.9), or high
(>0.9) (23).

RESULTS
There were 160 consecutive patients with functional defeca-

tion disorders who underwent abdominal x-rays for CT. Within this
cohort, a total of 125 children fulfilled the clinical criteria for FC,
and 35 were diagnosed as having NRFI. Table 1 shows baseline
characteristics of the studied patients.

Comparison of Scores Between Children With
FC or NRFI

There were significant differences (P< 0.05) among differ-
ent scores when comparing children with FC to those with NRFI
(Fig. 1). Distribution of normal and abnormal scores in the 2 patient
groups is shown in Table 2. Although Barr and Leech scores were
abnormal more often in children with FC, it should be noted that
>20% of FC had normal scores and >50% of NRFI had
abnormal scores.
uthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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FIGURE 1. Comparison among children with FC and those with NRFI. There were significant differences among different scores
when comparing children with FC to those with NRFI (�P<0.05). FC¼ functional constipation; NRFI¼nonretentive fecal
incontinence.
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Comparison of Scores in Children With FC
Between Those With or Without Fecal
Incontinence

Scores in patients with FC with and without fecal incon-
tinence are shown in Figure 2. Patients with constipation and fecal
incontinence had significantly higher scores as compared with those
with constipation alone (P< 0.01).

Characteristics of the Scores

Correlation between the different scoring methods is shown
in Table 3. There was a good correlation between the different
methods. There was also a good intraobserver correlation between
the Barr, Leech, and FL scores. However, there was a poor inter-
observer reproducibility of the Barr (k 0.3), Leech (k 0.25), and FL
yright 2010 by ESPGHAN and NASPGHAN. Una

FIGURE 2. Comparison of scores in patients with functional co
constipation and fecal incontinence had significantly higher score
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scores (k 0.3). Figure 3 shows ROC curves obtained by the different
methods. The AUC were as follows: Barr score 0.672 (95%
confidence interval 0.575–0.770); Leech score 0.661 (0.564–
0.759), FL 0.626 (0.522–0.730) and CT 0.643 (0.535–0.751).

DISCUSSION
FC and NRFI are symptom-based diagnoses (6,7,9); how-

ever, in clinical practice the existence of fecal retention is frequently
evaluated on plain abdominal radiographs and used in determi-
nation of diagnosis and therapy (15). We found that even though
there were significant differences in colonic transit time and all
visual scores when comparing patients with FC to those with NRFI,
all of the scoring methods had low sensitivity, low interobserver
reproducibility, and a low discriminative value to differentiate
patients with FC from those with NRFI. In our study the subjective
assessment of FL by experienced gastroenterologists had the worst
uthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.

nstipation with or without fecal incontinence. Patients with
s as compared with those with constipation alone (�P<0.01).
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FIGURE 3. ROC curves for the different methods. There were
no differences observed, and in all, the area under the curve
was similar.

TABLE 2. Distribution of normal and abnormal scores among
the different patient populations

CT Barr Leech FL

Abnormal in FC, % 40 79 72 63
Abnormal in NRFI, % 23 59 48 41
Sensitivity 0.40 0.75 0.57 0.37
Specificity 0.77 0.48 0.74 0.80

Although Barr and Leech scores were abnormal more often in children
with FC, it should be noted that>20% of FC had normal scores and>50% of
NRFI had abnormal scores.

CT¼ colonic transit; FC¼ functional constipation; FL¼ fecal loading;
NRFI¼ nonretentive fecal incontinence.
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performance with respect to its ability to differentiate between
groups. This is an important previously unpublished observation,
because in clinical practice this subjective nonstandardized assess-
ment is the method most commonly used to evaluate children with
defecation abnormalities. Our findings suggest that if an abdominal
x-ray is used in the evaluation of children with defecation problems,
either the Barr or the Leech score will provide more reliable
information, although all of the scores have a low diagnostic
accuracy (23).

There was good correlation between the different scoring
methods and a good intraobserver correlation, but a low interob-
server reproducibility. Although experienced radiologists score
more reliably than less experienced colleagues (24), high inter-
and intraobserver variability and poor diagnostic accuracy of
assessing FL on an abdominal radiograph have also been reported
previously (10–14). In the present study, all of the observers were
skilled and experienced in reading plain abdominal radiographs, yet
showed the same poor interobserver reproducibility. However, the
fact that there is a good intraobserver correlation suggests that there
may be some value in the longitudinal follow-up and evaluation of
the patient, as long as the same person is interpreting the x-ray every
time.

The poor diagnostic accuracy of scoring a single abdominal
radiograph may be due to the fact that it represents a single
observation in time. The amount of FL is subject to daily variation,
depending on food intake and timing of the last defecation. Another
possibility for the low sensitivity of the different scoring methods
may be that the Rome III and PACCT criteria are too broad for
describing fecal disorders in children. Future research performed in
unselected populations would be useful in addressing this question.

Because an abdominal radiograph has low sensitivity and
requires the exposure of a child to a small dose of ionizing radiation,
we do not advocate its use in the routine evaluation of children with
constipation and other defecation abnormalities. An abdominal
radiograph may be necessary in patients with obesity (9), if the
child refuses a rectal examination (9), if there is suspicion of sexual
abuse (25), or if there are other psychological factors that would
yright 2010 by ESPGHAN and NASPGHAN. Una

TABLE 3. Correlation between the different methods

Barr score Leech score FL CT

Barr score 1 0.937�� 0.768�� 0.450��

Leech score 0.937�� 1 0.776�� 0.414��

FL 0.768�� 0.776�� 1 0.361��

CT 0.450�� 0.414�� 0.361�� 1

CT¼ colonic transit; FL¼ fecal loading.��
P< 0.01.
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make rectal examination inappropriate or too traumatic (26). How-
ever, the findings of the radiograph need to be interpreted with
caution.

There are some limitations to our study. We do not have
concurrent physical examination data to correlate with the findings
of the x-ray. However, a recently published systematic review (15)
reported that most studies that have tried to assess whether there is
an association between clinical symptoms and FL on radiographs in
children have shown a lack of correlation. Another limitation is that
we do not know the clinical impact that the interpretation of the x-
ray had on the patient. We also do not have follow-up information to
know whether our clinical diagnosis remained the same or changed
over time. Prospective studies to validate the Rome III criteria and
correlate clinical findings with findings on x-ray, as well as out-
come studies based on x-ray findings, are needed.

In conclusion, the discriminative value to detect FC was low
for all of the scoring methods, and there was poor interobserver
reproducibility of the Barr, Leech, and FL scores. These findings
confirm the limited value of the plain abdominal x-ray in the
evaluation of children with constipation: use of radiographs is
not a substitute for careful history taking and physical examination,
which remain the cornerstone in the diagnostic workup of children
with functional defecation disorders.
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